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OUR TWO FORMER STUDENTS START WORK AT MIDLAND HOTEL 

 
Two former Manchester Academy students are learning the tools of the trade after 
starting their chef apprenticeships at the prestigious Midland Hotel. 

Aaron Edwards and Carlos Lara-Addo are enjoying their new roles after completing their 
final year at Manchester Academy this summer. 

It’s all thanks to the charity Gettalife Project, who set up the apprenticeship with Brian 
Spark, Head Executive Chef at the Midland Hotel.   Continued inside………. 

Don’t forget: 

YEAR 11 INFORMATIION 

EVENING IS ON TUESDAY 

25TH SEPT AT 4PM — 6PM 

 



AARON AND CARLOS LEARN NEW SKILLS AT MIDLAND HOTEL 

As part of the scheme, potential apprentice candidates were asked to show their passion 
and interest in catering and food preparation by providing an application letter, and 
working a full week supervised by the Midland Hotel’s Sous Chef. 

Mr Spark complimented Aaron and Carlos on their courtesy, their willingness to learn and 
their hard work, and is looking forward to getting to know them better! 

He said: “Both Aaron and Carlos are doing very well so far. It’s a big step to go from school 
life into this fast paced industry, but they are fitting in very well. 

“They have been working in the banqueting section with seven chefs, which can involve 
catering for up to 700 people. They are keen and they’re interested in learning, they’ve 
definitely got that spark and enthusiasm,” Mr Spark said. 

Aaron and Carlos 
are enjoying 
learning lots of new 
techniques from 
the rest of the 
team in the 
Midland Hotel’s 
extensive kitchen. 

Aaron said: “I’ve 
learnt lots of new 
recipes and I’ve 
also picked up a 
range of skills from 
everybody I’m 
working with.” 

Carlos added:           
“I really like the atmosphere in the kitchen, everybody has been very nice and helpful.”  

To mark the start of their apprenticeship, the pair were presented with their very own 
catering knife sets by Sue Talbot, Chair of Trustees of the Gettalife Project, and Head 
Executive Chef  Brian Spark. 

Dr Talbot said: “The Gettalife Project was responsible for having initiated, developed and 
enabled this new link for Manchester Academy, and we’re delighted that we could 
provide this wonderful new opportunity with the Midland Hotel.” 

The Academy’s Curriculum Area Leader of Technology Mrs Stack and Vice Principal Mrs 
McMullen agreed:  Mrs McMullen said: ‘’These apprenticeships are a great opportunity 
for Aaron and Carlos and we are hoping to continue the link between Manchester 
Academy and The Midland Hotel in the future, working alongside the Gettalife charity. 
Hospitality is a successful subject in the school and it is great to see students using their 
skills in a working environment. We wish Aaron and Carlos all the best  for their future.” 
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Our annual Future Fair for all Year 10 and 11      

students and their parents/carers was a huge    

success. 

Held on Wednesday 19th September, the event 

saw local colleges, universities, apprenticeship 

providers and businesses attending the academy, 

offering advice and guidance to students, helping 

prepare them for life after school. 

Miss Bowden, Employability Manager at           
Manchester Academy, organised the event and 
was on hand to answer any questions. 
She said: “The fair was very well attended by      
students and it was great to have so many colleges  
there. Students could make sure they know the 
entry requirements for their preferred destination 
and most importantly, make sure that their chosen 
destination is right for them.”  

Big congratulations to Nihad Abdi and Vaneeza Yasin who received tickets from our      
Principal Mr Eldon to watch Man Utd vs Wolves on Saturday. They were selected because 
they have the highest number of merits in Year 7 (65 & 63). Well done on such an      
amazing start to their career with us! 
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CAREERS EVENT A HUGE SUCCESS 

OUR STUDENTS AWARDED MAN UTD TICKETS 



 Well done to the latest Stars of the Week…. 

 

 

 

                 

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 STARS OF THE WEEK 
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Name Year Subject Comment 

Robert Szalacsi 7MMI Art For an excellent start to year 7 Art   

and  lovely first piece of work 

Ahmad Al Mahmoud 7GBE Transition For being consistently good in 

every lesson. He puts in 100 per-

cent all the time. 

Shaheer Shafqat 7PDH Pastoral 

team 

Going above and beyond in  help-

ing a new student who has     

started school but doesn't speak 

any English, looking after him 

and making him feel welcome     

using their shared language.    

Logan Taylor 7SZA Drama For great group work and a            

brilliant performance 

Ahmad Sabir 8JCL Transition For a very mature approach to  

learning.   

Laraib Naeem 8JSA Maths She has shown exceptional       

progress this year. Allied with her 

dedication and positive learning 

spirit, she scored the highest 

grade in class for her KPI practice 

quiz, and has done all of the      

extension sheets. She is a great    

model student. 

Lanik Abdulrahman 9JHP Art For outstanding effort and perse-

verance in Art lessons. Being a 

team player and leading other   

students in a positive direction. 

Ali Al Dufairi  9SFL Art For returning to his work and  

recognising that he could do 

better. Working at 100% effort all 

lesson to achieve a better    

standard of work! 

Syed Baqir              

Muhammed 

9EMA Drama His performance was strong and 

he clearly developed a character 

that was different to himself. 

Please let your group know this 

was a tough decision. 



 

 

 

 

                 

If you would like this newsletter translated 

into another language please email 

 Manchester Academy at: manacadnews-

letterinfo@manchester-academy.org  

Yours sincerely,  

                                      

 

 

  

Mr Eldon,  Principal. 

Name Year Subject Comment 

Kenaya Walfall 9EMA Transition For her hard work, consistently 

brilliant effort and positive        

attitude and helpfulness! 

Tamim Faiz 10JRG Humani-

ties 

For producing a perfect answer      

on climate graphs 

Luqmaan Adam 11RGR CV For his extra effort and att ention 

during lesson 

Sajjad UNAIZI 11RTI Induction For perseverance and excellent 

progress in reading - scored 100% 

at his latest Rainbow Reading    

test  

Shafi Sufi 

Aaron Ramsey 

11DSE 

11KEK 

ASDAN 

ASDAN 

For fantastic effort and attitude 

towards learning in ASDAN. 
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